We prove the following theorem: Let K be a connected symmetric subgroup of the group of isometries of a compact connected globally Riemannian symmetric space M. Then, K acts in a variationally complete manner on M. (We refer to the work of R. Bott and H. Samelson [l; 2] for a definition of this concept and applications to topology.) Let G be a compact, connected Lie group, L a connected symmetric subgroup of G. Bott and Samelson have proved the following: (1) L acts in a variationally complete manner on G/L, the right coset space, (2) L acts via the linear isotropy representation in a variationally complete way on the tangent space at a point of G/L.
Our theorem then generalizes (1), but does not imply (2) . The method is essentially the same as Bott's [l], but uses a Lie algebra approach in a stronger way. The proof then provides an exposition of Bott's very important result from a Lie-algebra point of view. Notice also that it suggests the general program of studying the Jacobi-fields on a symmetric space as a problem of Lie algebra theory, even in the nonvariational complete case.
1. We briefly recall Bott's notations: If p(E.M, Mp denotes the tangent space to M at p. Let 0P(K) be the orbit of K at p, let 0(K)P be its tangent space at p, and let g:R->M be a geodesic of M beginning at p, perpendicular to 0P(K). Consider the vector space /" of Jacobi vector fields along g. A Jacobi field is a map i-»FtG-M^i) for iG£ that is a solution of the Jacobi Equation:
( Hence, dim jf = dim M.
Let K denote the Lie algebra of K. There is a linear mapping w. K-^jf such that for kEK, ir(k) is obtained by restricting the vector field determined by A on If to g.
By definition, to prove variational completeness we must show that every element of jf that vanishes at some point of g must lie in ir(K). The question of variational completeness can now be treated in this Lie algebra setting as a property of solutions of vector-valued ordinary linear differential equations (2.2) with constant coefficients. In particular, a reduction of M into subspaces invariant under
